Puzzle

TRIVIA

25th International
Olympiad in Informatics

•• Australia was discovered by the Dutch
who named it “New Holland”. This
was not really a discovery however as
Aboriginal people have been living in
Australia for thousands of years.

Some things are best said in plain language instead of mathematical notation!
Here’s a riddle:
Given k ∈ Z, and an invertible function π : [1, k] → [1, k], find a maximal
disjoint set of intervals I ⊆ Intervals(Z) such that:

6-13 July 2013

Newsletter

•• The Great Barrier Reef, located on the
North East coastline of Queensland is
the world’s largest organism. It covers
are area larger than Great Britain.

∀[a, b] ∈ I : ∃i ∈ Z : { π(z) | z ∈ [a, b] } = [a + i, b + i]
is to (“Empodia”, 2004) as

Welcome to
the IOI 2013

You are given A, and b, c : A → R, and d ∈ R. Find a largest set E ⊆ A such
that


c(g)f (h) = f (g)c(h)

∃f : E → R : ∀g, h ∈ E :  ∧ ∀g
∈ E : b(g) ≤ f (g)
∧ ( g∈E f (g)) ≤ d

Issue one Sunday 7 July

IOI set up no mean feat

is to...?
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FEELING HUNGRY?
UQ Lolly Shop: Open: 9am-3pm. Next to the UQ Union
Complex. For when you need a1 sugar fix.
The Pizza Caffe: Open: 11am-5pm. UQ Union Complex. 26
gourmet Italian pizzas, lasagne and salads.
Main Course Food Precinct: Open: 10am-2.30pm. UQ Union
Complex. Sandwiches, burgers, sushi, souvlaki, noodles.
Darwin’s: Open: 7.30am-3.30pm. Beneath the Biological
Sciences Library. Cafe meals including breakfast.
Burger Urge: Open: 7.30am-3.30pm. Next to Darwin’s. Open
from 7:30am-3:30pm. The burgers from this place are
addictive.
Wordsmiths: Open: 7am-4pm. Next to UQ Bookshop. Cafe
meals, coffee and cakes. Watch out for the overly friendly
birds!

P

•• Australia was connected to the internet
on 3 September 1983 when Darwin
established a connection to the
University of California in Berkeley,
California.
•• The capital city of Australia is Canberra.
This is because Australians could not
decide if Melbourne or Sydney should
be the capital, so they built a city in the
middle.
•• The Platypus is a monotreme. A
Monotreme is a mammal that gives
birth to eggs rather than live young.
The only other living momotreme is
the Echinda. The Platypus, which lives
and feeds in fresh water creeks and
streams, closes its eyes ears and nose
each time it swims. It finds food through
detecting electric fields and through a
heightened sense of touch in its bill.
•• Australia is home to the top ten most
venomous snakes in the world. Snakes
to avoid include the Taipan, the Brown
Snake and the Tiger Snake.
Australian slang
•• G’day: Good Day/Hello
•• Brekkie: Breakfast
•• Bickie: Biscuit
•• Bloke: A male

On behalf of the organising committees,
it gives me great pleasure to welcome
delegates to this 25th International
Olympiad in Informatics.
Australia did not first participate officially
in IOI until 1999, but has been an
enthusiastic participant since.
The Australian Informatics Olympiad
program is administered by the notfor-profit Australian Mathematics Trust,
based at the University of Canberra. The
Trust is pleased to be co-hosting this IOI
with the University of Queensland.
Informatics is one of the most important
sciences, and it is important that our
young people are skilled in driving
computers in innovative ways.
At this event we will see the world’s
best young practitioners, but we hope
their presence will also inspire others to
become involved and develop their skills.
Thanks to our sponsors for recognising
the importance of this event.
I wish to thank the Australian and
Queensland
governments,
Dell
Computers, Energex, Cisco, Ricoh, the
Australian Mathematical Society, the
Brisbane City Council, the Alumni Friends
of UQ and private sponsors for making
sure the event could be held.

•• Sheila: A female
•• Fair dinkum: Honest, genuine

Peter Taylor, Chair IOI 2013

Hundreds
of volunteers and officials have spent
the past week finalising the arrangements
for the upcoming International Olympiad
in Informatics.
Andree
Phillips
has
organised
accommodation, meals, transportation
and excursions for 800 guests.
“It has been an enormous logistical
nightmare trying to work out how we
house everybody,” she said.
“On top of that, the transport has been
enormous. I have been really lucky to
recruit some amazing UQ students to
help me.”
Although the event only runs for seven
days the preparations and set up have
been in the making for four years.

Technical lead for this year’s competition,
Dr Bernard Blackham, has been
responsible for the setting up the
competition hall, infrastructure and
computer software.
While being responsible for all technical
equipment in the competition sounds like
an incredibly large task, Dr Blackham
was confident the setup has run smoothly
and everything was in order.
“There is a lot of lead time and breathing
space for things to go wrong,” Dr
Blackham said.
“The challenge will be actually tearing
stuff down at the end. We have less than
24 hours to disassemble the entire room,
take everything out.”
by Koren Midgley

3.1 kilometres of cable
More than 200 volunteers
Backup generator from Energex

Daily Program
Day 2 Sunday 7 July 2013

IOI boosts
field locally
by Madeleine Russell

25th International Olympiad in Informatics
6-13 July 2013, Brisbane, Australia
Time

06:00
08:30
09:00
09:30

Contestants

Leaders

Visitors

Breakfast
Breakfast
See Information table for See Information table
meal times
for meal times
Breakfast
Colleges
Colleges
See Information table
for meal times
Meet at reception
GA Meeting 1
Colleges
Competition Rules
Abel Smith (23)
Excursion:
Lone Pine
Practice session
Koala Sanctuary
UQ Centre

11:30

Lunch 11:30-12:15
Colleges

12:30

Marshalling for buses at Wep Harris Oval (Oval 1) at 12:30
Buses depart for Opening Ceremony

14:00

Opening Ceremony
Anglican Church Grammar School Hall

15:30

Transport returning to UQ
GA attendees (Leaders, IC, ISC)
Depart 15:45 for Abel Smith (23) at UQ
All others (contestants, guests)
Marshalling for buses from 15:45, depart 16:00 for UQ

16:30
17:00

Free time
See Information table
for activities

Leaders discuss rules with students

Free time
See Information table
for activities

Dinner
See Information table for meal times
Colleges

17:30

18:30

GA Meeting 2
Issues from practice
session
Abel Smith (23)

Free time
Quarantine rules apply
Board games, cards and
other activities

GA Meeting 3
Task discussion
& selection
Abel Smith (23)
Translations
Priestley Building (67)
Quarantine rules apply

Free time
Red Room (21)
(Optional)

Jackson Gatenby has been looking
forward to this week for four years, since it
was first announced that the International
Olympiad in Informatics would be held at
the University of Queensland.
The UQ information technology and
maths dual degree student is part of the
Olympiad’s scientific committee, which
is responsible for writing the exam tasks
and solutions.
Mr Gatenby said that, in Australia, most
people were not aware of the field of
informatics, so local competitors needed
to work much harder than those from
other countries competing.
“It’s a very extracurricular thing that
(Australian) students choose to do on
their own free will,” Mr Gatenby said.
“We live around technology all the time
and we need people to be able to solve
different computational problems to be
able to use technology efficiently and
correctly and the study of informatics
allows you to solve these problems
quickly.”

Delegates
excited to
arrive at IOI
by Kathryn Perrott
The anticipation was obvious as the 315
IOI contestants, their leaders and visitors
stepped off their busses at the University
of Queensland on Saturday.
Some students were returning to the
competition, eager to reunite with friends
from previous years, and hoping to finally
secure a medal this year.
Italian contestant, Gabriele Farina,
said this was his second year in the
competition and he was feeling calm.
“It’s very exciting to be here in Australia…
and here with these people,” Mr Farina
said.

The Queensland Program for Informatics,
which Mr Gatenby works closely with,
allows students to learn informatics and
provides a pathway to the national and
international informatics teams.
“It’s very exciting to see the competition
being held in Queensland, knowing that
there’s 300 of the top high school minds
from around the world coming to compete
here, and it is really exciting to be apart of
that,” Mr Gatenby said.
“With the media attention on the
competition, hopefully it will show people
that there is this field of study that is
actually useful and that that might lead
to technology education being pushed
forward in Queensland,” he said.

Top: Some of the hundreds of
volunteers await the arrival of
competitors for IOI 2013
Above: Delegates begin to arrive at
St Leo’s College at the University of
Queensland for the 2013 IOI

Informatics focus vital to global future
by Nicholas Adermann
Queensland informatics experts say
Australians lack knowledge about the
field of informatics, in spite of the impact
the discipline has on most people’s daily
lives.
UQ lecturer and keen informatics
specialist Dr Dan Angus says informatics
would be a livelihood of the generations
to come.
“This really is the 21st century economy
that we are talking about,” Dr Angus said.
“This is where the next generation’s jobs
are going to be located.”
Informatics has become a fundamental

process of every piece of technology
available to the public – the technologies
that most people rely on in many daily
situations.
Techinical leader for IOI 2013 Dr Bernard
Blackham blames the lack of education in
schools for the lack of Australian interest
in informatic processes.
“There are a lot of countries where it is
a lot more common but most countries
have the same problem as Australia
where it is not part of the curriculum a lot
of the students that we end up getting are
self-motivated,” he said.

“The biggest problem is that we don’t have
the support from the teachers to teach them
because it is quite a specialised area and
finding teachers that can and are able to
teach this is quite difficult,” said Blackham.
This education is more important than ever
considering the control that informatics has
over the functional capacity of society is only
going to increase as technologies develop,
Dr Angus said.
These technological developments will only
lead to a larger demand in the area of science
and mathematics, where more complex
programs will be required.

For others, like Malaysian competitor, Si
Wei How, it was their first time participating
and the nerves were certainly setting in.
“I’m nervous because this is just my first
year and Malaysia’s second year,” Mr
How said.
But Mr How’s Leader was confident he
would be a strong contender in the exam
on Monday.

“It’s very exciting to
be here in Australia...
and here with these
people”
Gabriele Farina,
Italian IOI 2013
competitor

Right: Gabriele Farina, a competitor
from Italy, said he was excited to be
in Australia with fellow informatics
enthusiasts from around the world
Far left: Mekhrubon Turaev, a
competitor from Tajikistan, wears
his national hat. He said: “I think its
beautiful and I am going to wear it
during the competition.”
Left: Krassimir Manev, International
Committee Member, was at the very
first IOI in 1989
Photos: Harriet Persse

